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Abstract. With the increase in data volume, velocity and types, intelli-
gent human-agent systems have become popular and adopted in different
application domains, including critical and sensitive areas such as health
and security. Humans’ trust, their consent and receptiveness to recom-
mendations are the main requirement for the success of such services.
Recently, the demand on explaining the recommendations to humans
has increased both from humans interacting with these systems so that
they make an informed decision and, also, owners and systems managers
to increase transparency and consequently trust and users’ retention.
Existing systematic reviews in the area of explainable recommendations
focused on the goal of providing explanations, their presentation and
informational content. In this paper, we review the literature with a fo-
cus on two user experience facets of explanations; delivery methods and
modalities. We then focus on the risks of explanation both on user expe-
rience and their decision making. Our review revealed that explanations
delivery to end-users is mostly designed to be along with the recommen-
dation in a push and pull styles while archiving explanations for later
accountability and traceability is still limited. We also found that the em-
phasis was mainly on the benefits of recommendations while risks and
potential concerns, such as over-reliance on machines, is still a new area
to explore.

Keywords: Explainable Recommendations, Human Factors in Informa-
tion Systems, User-Centred Design, Explainable Artificial Intelligence

1 Introduction

The fast development in the fields of artificial intelligence and machine learning
introduced more complexity in human-agent systems where humans and the
algorithms interact with each other [31] (e.g. recommender systems, social robots
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and decision support systems). It is becoming increasingly important to offer
explanations on how algorithms decisions and recommendations are made so
that humans stay informed and make better decisions whether or not to follow
them and to which extent. The need for explanations is reinforced by the demand
on openness culture around artificial intelligence applications and the adoption
of good practices around accountability [44, 53], ethics [65] and compliance with
the new regulations such as the General Data Protection Regulation in Europe
(GDPR) [28].

An explanation is an information that communicates the underlying reasons
for an event [58]. Explanation in artificial intelligence is a multi-faceted con-
cept embracing elements from transparency, causality, bias, fairness and safety
[31]. End-users need explanations for various reasons such as the verification of
the output, learning from the system and improving its future operation [71].
Recent studies and surveys in this field explored the user experience facets of
explanations such as the explanation goals, content and the different forms of
presenting and communicating these explanations including natural language
and charts [69, 64, 1]. However, an understanding of the existing research on
the delivery methods and modalities is becoming also needed. Recent studies
showed that the development of explaining the intelligent human-agent recom-
mendations often faces problems and raises questions that must be addressed
[79] (e.g. users ask for more functionalities in the explainable interface to satisfy
their needs [23]). Failing in accommodating these facets and coping with the
increasing complexity in the explanation interface and content leads to failure
in meeting user needs and goals [11, 23]. Moreover, explanations could lead to
undesirable effects on end-users and introduce new errors such as over-trust [20],
when the end-users fail to recognise the absence of the correct recommendations.

Given the above research challenges and the increasing number of papers
in the field of explaining intelligent human-agent recommendations is evidence
that user experience facets had been an open research challenge recently. Hence,
we conduct a systematic review around two design facets of explanations in
intelligent human-agent systems: delivery methods and modalities types. These
facets have not been explored in previous surveys and this, together with the
increasing demand for usable explanations, motivated us to do this work. Also,
we identify and present several risks of explanation both on user experience and
their decision making with the purpose of informing the design process and help
to detect explanation risks and to mitigate them proactively. The main goals
of this study are to (i) identify classes of current explanation delivery methods
and explainable interface modalities and their design considerations; (ii) identify
potential risks while users are interacting with the explainable interface along
with the potential design solutions; (iii) assist researchers in positioning the
research challenges and problems to be resolved in this domain appropriately.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summarises
the methodology and defines research questions. Section 3 outlines the results
of the review organised according to each research question defined in Section 2.
Section 4 discusses the results and future research challenges.
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2 Research Method

We carry out a systematic review to classify, describe, and analyse existing lit-
erature around explainability in intelligent human-agent systems. A systematic
review is a valuable tool to provide a holistic picture of the research in a particu-
lar area. It can also help in providing facets to consider when designing software
systems and its results can be seen as a reference model. For example, Hosseini
et al. performed a systematic review of crowdsourcing [34] to inform engineers
on what to consider in their analysis and design processes in crowdsourcing
projects. We follow PRISMA [59] rationale and method and conduct a system-
atic study for explanations with a focus on two design facets: delivery methods
and modalities types. Also, and through the analysis of the literature, we extract
several design challenges considering the explanation risks and present them as
a road-map of future research for researchers and practitioners in the field. This
systematic study will focus on addressing the following questions to get a clear
depiction of the concept and the distribution of the research about it:

1. Delivery - What are the methods proposed to deliver the explanations to
end-users and their design implications?

2. Modalities - What are the proposed modalities to be used by end-users to
provide input to the explanation interface?

3. Reported risks with explanations - What are the main risks while users are
interacting with the explanation interface?

Search string and relevant data sources. In our search for literature,
we relied on four popular search engines that contain a large number of Journals
and conferences of information systems which are: Google Scholar, IEEEXplore,
ACM Digital Library, and Science Direct. We started the formation of the search
string intending to cover the literature that combines intelligent systems, explain-
ability and HCI. We select (“explanation” OR “Justification” OR “explainable”
OR “Explainability”) AND (“Intelligent” OR “Smart” ) AND (“System” OR
“Agent”) AND (“HCI” OR “User experience” OR “Human-Centred” OR “User-
centred”) as the search string. In order to address our research questions in the
initial filtering phase, we choose to filter the papers through their title, abstract,
and keywords. If there were some doubts about the relation between a paper and
our scope, an additional reading through the introduction and the key parts of
the paper was required to decide on the relevance. Based on the initial filtering
search, we came up with 460 papers. We present our search results in Table 1.

Table 1. Data sources and results from literature search .

Data Source Total results Initial Filtering Content Scanning

IEEEXplore 35 20 7

Google Scholar 443 218 29

ACM Digital Library 552 152 18

ScienceDirect 322 90 12
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Content scanning. For each of the papers which we retrieved based on the
initial filtering, we conducted a full-text content scanning to assess the relevance
of the papers to our research questions ensuring that the paper was within
the scope of this systematic study. The number reduced to 66 papers after the
content scanning phase. The full set of Inclusion Criteria (IC) and Exclusion
Criteria (EC) used in this reduction included:

– Recency (IC-1): Since the aim of the study is to identify the emerging re-
search trends, challenges and gaps, we chose to focus on papers published in
the last decade (2009- December 2019).

– Relevance (IC-2): The paper has to relate to one or more of our research
questions. The reviewed papers should define explicitly one or more of our
user experience facets (delivery methods, modalities and reported risks with
the explanations).

– Full Access(IC-3): To include the paper, the content of the paper should be
accessible in full-text.

– Duplicated papers (EC-1): We excluded repeated papers which have been
published in an extended or complete version and considered the more in-
clusive version.

– Language and peer review (EC-2): We restricted our selected papers on
papers that are written in English and published in recognised peer-reviewed
journals and conferences.

– Domain-related (EC-3): The paper must be centred around the intelligent
human-agent systems domain. For example, our search results introduced
us with papers addressing the explanations from psychology, social science
and theoretical computing perspective without direct relation to the user-
experience aspect; these papers were excluded.

Data extraction and synthesis process. Considering the aforementioned
criteria, 66 papers were selected for the data extraction and synthesis phase.
After the content scanning phase, we formed data extraction forms to record
the extracted data needed to answer our research question. The data extraction
process was performed by the first author. However, an inter-rater reliability test
was performed in which the other authors confirmed the first author results by a
randomly selected set of papers. Then, we used an iterative process between the
research team to formulate, combine and conceptualise the emerged concepts.

3 Results

This section summarises the results of our analysis of the reviewed papers and
answers our three research questions. Later in Section 4, we comment on the
overall picture of the research in this area and the challenges to address in future
work. Also, Table 2 lists our reviewed papers with their corresponding aspects
of explanations.
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3.1 Delivery Methods

In this section, we answer RQ1 around the different delivery methods of expla-
nations with a particular focus on how the delivery methods inter-relate with
other design considerations. Delivery methods are not mutually exclusive, and
multiple delivery options can be used in the same interface based on the context,
the recipient of the explanation and the nature of the application. Our results
revealed four delivery methods which have been studied in our reviewed papers
and comment on their motivations and goals in the next sub-sections.

Persistent-specific: Explanations are delivered to the users for along with the
recommendation in a straightforward and accessible way and without waiting
for the user to request the explanation. The lifetime of the explanation in this
method is specific to the user interaction time with the recommendation. In other
words, the user is unable to consume the explanation after finishing the task.
The main goal is to inform the user decides whether to accept the recommenda-
tion. This method used in the literature to foster trust [27], transparency [27],
persuasiveness [72], user acceptance [39] and prevent errors and bias [73]. The
cost-benefit analysis is challenging design consideration [47, 11], as users may
perceive the cost of reading explanations to exceed their benefits [11].

Ad-hoc: The explanation in this category is designed to be delivered to the
end-users when it is necessary and needed. This method is used in the literature
in two ways:

On-demand: This method enables the users to request the explanation
where the explanation is embedded in a separate view, and the users can ask for
it. This is meant to reduce information overload in the interface [57, 5] when
explanations are not always beneficial or crucial for the performing task [11, 84].
Also, this delivery method could blend well with the persistent-specific method,
e.g. when users ask for further details in order to reveal the full set of expla-
nation features [60]. On-demand method is useful where explanations contain a
high level of information so users may get distracted and need more time to con-
sume it [27, 76]. Also, it is argued to be more effective to reduce users cognitive
effort and avoid overwhelming end-users with unnecessary information [67]. On
the other hand, embedding explanations in a separate view argued in the liter-
ature that it might not fulfil the goal of presenting the explanation and become
an additional burden on user-experience. Eslami et al. [25] and Leon et al. [52]
found that users might not benefit from this method as end-users may hardly
notice the on-demand button due to factors like their main focus and flow state.

Exploration: The users in this method are able to explore the nature of the
explanation and the agent process and increasing the understanding of the rea-
soning behind the recommendation [9, 83]. This exploration could be: (a) feature-
based exploration, where user can investigate how individual feature contributes
to the recommendation and explanation output [49], (b) subset-based where in-
put features specified by users are leveraged [46, 77] and (c) global exploration
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where the nature of the data and its distribution are exploited [74]. Exploration
techniques help users to build useful mental models and provide the user with
the ability to discover more knowledge and about the agent in an interactive and
engaging way [45]. Examples of such tools help the users in some problems like
detecting bias in data [43], combat the filter-bubble effect in social media [38].

Persistent-generic: Explanations are stored as a report for later investigation,
and the explanation is persistent without time limit. The report may include
more information compared to persistent-specific and ad-hoc methods. For in-
stance, information about the underlying processes of the algorithm decision
making on each step of the process and the reasons for selecting each decision
point [50]. This is essential in some application domains, such as clinical deci-
sion support systems where the explanation is a crucial factor for accountability,
traceability and ethics [6, 17]. Most of our reviewed studies did not focus on de-
veloping approaches with the ability to access the explanation after finishing the
task. Main approaches provided in the literature to apply this method include i)
embedding the explanation in the ”help page” [22] and ii) providing a dialogue
interface to navigate the archive interactively [87].

Autonomous: This method appeared twice in our reviewed studies. The sys-
tem in this method is responsible for deriving users’ needs for an explanation
based on the context. In other words, it is about the autonomy of the system
to choose the time and the context to deliver the explanation. In contrary to
the ad-hoc approach, which is a user-based delivery method, autonomous ap-
proaches are a systems-based method. Lim et al. [55] argued that this method
could be used to provide privacy-sensitive information when the recommenda-
tion could provoke privacy violation so that it acts as a precautionary measure.
Understanding the nature of the application and the different users’ personas
is essential to lunch this approach in human-agent systems. The papers that
studied this method appeared in the domains of ubiquitous computing [55] and
robots [36]. For instance, Huang et al. [36] develop an approach to explain the
intelligent agent behaviour only in the critical situations, e.g. there is no need to
explain why the autonomous vehicles slow down when the road is empty. This
method was helpful to calibrate user trust and avoid over-trust and under-trust
states.

3.2 Modalities types

Explanations in common applications are presented either as text or graphical
representations in a static way [64]. However, explanations can be designed as
interactive systems where the initial explanation represents a starting point for
further user interactions, e.g. asking the user for correct parts of the explanation.
Designers use such modalities to streamline user functionalities to explore more
details about the underlying algorithm and put the user into control the output.
Providing such interactive explainable interfaces can fulfil both persuasion and
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over-trust reduction requirements by demonstrating the algorithmic reasoning in
a thoroughness and experimental way to the end-users [73]. Research in this area
is still limited, and it is unclear how to design interactive explanation interfaces
in a way that is tailored and fit to users in standardised or personalised ways.
Kulesza et al. [46] mentioned that supporting users with interactive explanation
could lead to more complexity, as it needs a level of knowledge in software en-
gineering and machine learning and also burden on the user experience. In this
section, we focus on discovering common input modalities in the literature that
typical explanation not only conveys information but also might trigger an in-
teractive approach. We highlight these types and their potential usage scenarios.

Control: Users are enabled to play, change, regenerate or elicit some prefer-
ences about the agent in order to enhance their understanding of the underlying
system [51]. The main principles behind this interaction style include boosting
transparency and interpretability of the system processes and giving users con-
trol on their output [49, 56]. Studies found that the control functionalities can
enhance the user experience as well as enriching mental models. The research
in this area focused on providing dynamic explanations more than static ap-
proaches when users need to observe the inter-relation between different factors
that influence the output - e.g. Tsai et al. [81] presented an approach based on
a user-controlled function that include different explanation components, which
allows tuning recommendation parameters for exploring social contacts at aca-
demic conferences.

Configure: This modality gives end-users the ability to choose what informa-
tion, presentation, colours, order and size are suitable to reflect the importance,
relevance and focus of certain parts of the explanation. This method is rarely
studied in the literature as it appeared twice in our selected studies and without
elaborating on the design considerations [16].

Dialogue: It indicates the explanations provided to the end-users in an inter-
active bi-directional style. The user can ask for specific information about the
recommendations [87]. This approach is argued to be beneficial for the design of
explanation interfaces and balance between the amount of information presented
to the end-users and their cognitive efforts to process that information [68]. Our
findings show that users have specific information requirements before they are
willing to use recommendation such as system capability, the algorithmic reason-
ing and detailed information about the recommended item. For instance, Eiband
et al. [23] revealed that users called for more accurate information about the
recommended item rather than relying on the item-based and user-based expla-
nations. These requirements could be fulfilled by using a dialogue interaction, as
the user will be assured asking specific questions about the recommendation.

Debug: In this approach, the system presents its explanation to the end-users,
where, on the other hand, users are enabled to provide corrections and feedback
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about the explanation to the systems in order to improve output in the future
recommendations [47, 45, 37]. User debugging can occur by different types of
inputs, such as providing ratings to the explanation [24] and correcting parts
of the explanations explicitly [45]. Providing the debug modality is argued to
increase the algorithm accuracy by putting the Human-In-The-Loop.

3.3 Reported risks

In this section, we present the main risks and side effects while users are receiving
the explanations from the human-agent systems. In the following, we compile
a list of potential risks and side-effects of explanations which are likely to arise
when the design process overlooks the user experience aspect.

Over-trust. In the situations where the cost of adopting the recommendations
is high such as diagnosis and medical recommendations, it is risky to follow a
recommendation rashly i.e. over-reliance. This effect could be enhanced through
explanations [12, 20]. Research on how to reduce over-trust effect suggested dif-
ferent solutions, but it needs more investigation to measure and adjust the re-
lationship between different variable including trust, certainty level, cognitive
styles, personality and liability. Existing proposals revolve around comparative
explanations [13], argumentation [20], personalised explanation based on user
personality [75], uncertainty and error presentation [76]. Research is still needed
to investigate how to embed these solutions in the interfaces considering other
usability and user experience factors such as the timing, the level of details, the
feedback to collect from end-users and the evolution of explanation to reflect
it. It is worth noting that over-trust can be seen as a merging property which
requires observing throughout the life-cycle of the intelligent human-agent sys-
tems. For example, users may over-trust a system due to cognitive anchoring
and overconfidence biased, when it proves to be correct in a number of previous
occasions.

Under-trust. As explanations could promote over-trust, it also could lead to
under-trust issues [73], when the explanation is perceived to have a limited qual-
ity or fitness to the user intentions and context. Research of explanation quality
discussed that improving the quality of the explanation is not about increasing
transparency and recommendation rationale only. Springer et al. [76] showed
that increasing the level of explanation details in an intelligent system may not
necessarily lead to trust and it can lead to confusing users and harming their
experience with the system. Another study showed that users could have an al-
gorithm disillusionment when the algorithm use information derived about users
as part of the explanation [25]. Explanations should be designed to simulate nat-
ural human interaction patterns so trust can be taken in a way similar to what
a user would do in real life [73]. Another research linked under-trust with end-
user personality. Millecamp et al. [57] found that explainable recommendations
have under-trust issues to users with a high need for cognition e.g.the need to
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interpret and understand how the situation is composed. On the other hand, the
explanations increased the trust to the users with a low need for cognition.

Suspicious motivations. The motivation behind the explanation could be per-
ceived as an attempt to manipulate the users. For example, marketing companies
may try to explain with the purpose of enhancing the chance of purchasing the
item recommended rather than informing the decision of the customer. This
case is discussed by Chromik et al. [14] as a dark pattern of explainability. They
discuss the problem in terms of explanation style, which is the phrasing of expla-
nations and the modality type. The correction of the perception of a motivation
to be suspicious could be conveyed to the user through the explanation itself.
Eiband et al. [21] found that placebic explanations which do not supply the user
with enough information about the algorithm decision-making process invoke a
perception of a suspicious motivation behind the explanation.

Information overload. Explanations could cause information overload and
overwhelm the end-users. They can become confusing and complicated [47]. Bunt
et al. [11] argued that robust system design should help the users to derive
its underling reasoning without much need for explanations and must avoid
overwhelming users with unnecessary information. More transparency in the
explanation affects users ability to detect the errors in the recommendations
themselves [67] and increase users response time [62] and this may lead to losing
timeliness,e.g. in taking an offer available for a limited time. Hence, approaches
for balancing between the soundness and completeness of the explanations need
to be developed [45].

Perceived loss of control. Users may perceive a loss of control when the sys-
tem presents static explanations rather than dynamic and interactive explana-
tions allowing them to query and investigate further. Holliday et al. [33] studied
this effect when they examined the perceived control as a factor in two condi-
tions (with and without explanations). They concluded that users in the absence
of explanations showed more control-exerting behaviour of intelligent systems.
Andreou et al. [2] and Eiband et al. [23] also found that static explanations are
going to be seen incomplete for some users and sometimes misleading. This calls
for personalised and more dynamic interfaces for explanations.

Refusal. Refusing the explanations may happen when users feel that putting
cognitive efforts to read the explanations does not lead to better recommen-
dations or better understanding. Moreover, users cab be typically focused on
completing their tasks more than reading the explanations and improving their
mental models [11]. The conflict between the explanations and prior beliefs,
cultural backgrounds, the nature of the application, level of knowledge and in-
terests could be other reasons for refusing the explanations. For example, Eiband
et al. [23] found that some users were more interested to know information about
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the specific recommendation rather than the recommendation process itself in
the everyday intelligent systems (e.g. social media), whereas, this kind of expla-
nations could be critical for other users in other application domains. This calls
again for user-centred approaches to meet users’ explainability needs that take
users personality and contextual variables into account.

Table 2. The categorisation of the reviewed papers.

Delivery Methods Persistent-specific [8][21][15][6][18][17]
[49][50][86][7][85][37] [60][35][4][70]

Ad-hoc [74][43][80][66][49]
[40][5][60][52][4][68][83][30]

Persistent-geniric [8][22][50]
Autonomous [55][36]

Modalities types Control [74][38][43][80][66][9]
[29][82][57][56][82][51][81]

Configure [78][16]
Dialogue [3][87][63][68]
Debug [10][46][78][54][49][24] [37][45]

Reported risks Over-trust [48][12][20][13][75] [76]
Under-trust [76][42][25][73][13][57]
Refusal [23][25][11][32]
perceived loss of con-
trol

[2][82][33][23]

Information overload [47][62][41][55][76][67]
Suspicious motiva-
tions

[14][21]

4 Discussion and Research Challenges

Our systematic review study investigated two design facets of explainable rec-
ommendations and we reported on the results and synthesised main dimensions
and facets and focus areas in each of these facets in the previous section. In this
section, we reflect on the status of the research in them and present a set of
research challenges as open issues for future research.

Delivery methods. The popular methods in the literature focused on deliv-
ering the explanations to end-user while performing the task and while looking
for recommendations. We still lack studies and the long term retrieval of such
explanations, e.g. through a digital archive, and the effect of that on the ac-
countability and traceability of these systems and users trust and adoption of
them. Such approaches are important with the increasing adoption of intelli-
gent human-agent systems in sensitive areas such as security and health. Also,
it remains a challenge to design autonomous delivery which is able to consider
the context and the situation when and where the users need explanations from
the system. A cost-benefit analysis would then need to integrate explanations
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well with the good practice of user experience. Personal factors are various and
they can affect that autonomous-based delivery method (e.g. users with a low
level of curiosity need less frequent and simple explanations). Techniques such
as UI adaptation [26] can be used to adapt the delivery method based on users’
personal factors. The perceived cost of the decision is another factor (e.g. rec-
ommending changing password v.s buying security device). Privacy can also
determine how recommendations and their explanation are derived and deliv-
ered. For example, some recommendations can be based on simple demographic
information about the user while others utilise usage and real-time data of the
user.

Modalities. Explanations can be required to provide functionalities to allow
users to navigate through them and query them in an interactive style rather
than being only passive recipients of static information content. For instance,
Bostandjiev et al. [9] studied whether adding additional interaction functional-
ities (e.g. supporting a ”what-if” scenario) affects the user experience and they
concluded that it increases the recommendation accuracy and enhances user ex-
perience. The integration of specific modalities could lead to different experiences
during the interaction [46] i.e. some modalities cannot be utilised by end users
without a high-level of understanding of the agent algorithm. Hence, modali-
ties should be used with the consideration of the automatic usability evaluation
(AUE). Also, user-friendliness and intelligent modalities would need to learn the
explanation that best fit users goals and needs. For instance, simple feedback
such as “explain more”, “redundant explanation” or “different explanation” can
support users who wish to involve with the explanations and improve the ex-
planations in future interactions. In a previous paper [61], we reported on the
results related to input modalities meant for tailoring the explanations for a
specific user or group of users i.e. personalisation.

Reported risks. The researchers in our systematic review reported several
challenges for HCI researchers and practitioners to develop explainability solu-
tions and avoid the potential risks. Explaining recommendations can offer ben-
efits for users trust and acceptance. Additionally, the emphasis on the benefits
and overlooking the side effects can lead to less critical consequences in low-
cost recommendation services, e.g., movies. In high-cost recommendations, e.g.
prescription recommendations, users may over-trust, or under-trust the advice
provided by the system and this may lead to critical consequences. Hence, the
design of the explanations needs to consider the potential risks of presenting
the explanations as a first-class issue. Also, the research needs to design expla-
nations to evolve during the time considering what has been explained before
to work for long-term interaction with the end-users and consider techniques
from learning (e.g. constructive feedback [19]) that could mitigate these risks.
We would need to develop evaluation metrics and questionnaires that cover the
user-centred aspects of explanations and evaluate error-proneness and potential
risks.
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5 Conclusion and Future work

Driven by a growing need for, and interest in, intelligent human-agent systems,
this paper presented a systematic review to clarify, map and analyse the relevant
literature in the last ten years. The findings present the results regarding two
main explanation design facets which are the delivery methods and the modali-
ties. Also, we reflected on our systematic review and presented several challenges
considering the risks while users are receiving the explanations. We elaborated
on the status of the field and where research is lacking to aid future research in
the area. We made the argument that explanations should be engineered using
user-centred approaches and be evolved and adapted iteratively as their accep-
tance and trust are not only reliant on the information content and correctness
but rather require consideration of a wider set of factors around users and their
usage context and experience.
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